Get excited about the next generation

Even originals make progress

The new standard for study desks
oll study desks were the ﬁrst workstations for
children and young people to grow with the
child. The basic furniture range was the standard
in what height adjustable desks can do and offer for
more than 10 years.

moll is now introducing the next generation:
new basic. Alongside the modern design and many
updated functional developments, the highlight is
the new ﬂexibility in the way the desk can be put
together. Let yourself be surprised!

new basic
ew basic is a ﬂexible, simpliﬁed system, which can
be modularly extended.
What this means for you: less
items and attractive pricing.
The desk model
is the heart of new basic

Winner
Any combinations of storage
options such as
 A giant drawer and/or
 Vario Box offer numerous
design possibilities together
with the alternative feet and
decors.








Three extensions (width,
depth and function) can also
be chosen.
In comparison with basic,
new basic offers:
Approx. 10% more work
area with the same ﬂoor space
requirements.
A contemporary design
with a new edge shape on the
desk top, for example.
Cool color: the feet are
now aluminium in color.

 The pen holder at a second glance: it only appears
when the crossbeam is
folded out.



New slim style of desk
sides for additional legroom.
The edges are child-friendly
softened.
New elegant runner style.
The features of each and
every Winner:
Book holder, bag hook and
ruler to stop slipping when the
desk top is tilted.

Distinctive color accentuation as a consistent design
element on the crossbeam,
feet and drawer handles.

1 Model with inﬁnite options
The right decor for all interiors and colors
to suit the mood.

1 desk model, 4 decors, 2 widths, 2 different feet
Winner
121 x 70 cm

Feet
Comfort

Winner Compact
91 x 70 cm

Classic

Classic feet
Manual height adjustment with
patented hook ﬁtting.
For body heights 109-200 cm.
Height compensation and castors.

There are four decors to choose from for the desks:
white
maple
beech
walnut

Comfort feet
Synchronous, mechanical height adjustment with the practical "Yoyo".
For body heights 109-200 cm.
Height compensation and castors.
Pen holder
Fold-out, spacious pen and utensils
holder. If the giant drawer is selected,
it is ﬁxed to the drawer (cannot be
folded out).

3 storage space options: giant drawer, Vario Box*, or both
Giant drawer

Vario Box
* Winner only

Giant drawer
For lots of storage space over the
whole desk width. With ribbed foam
inserts so that pens etc. do not
slide. A drawer cover is available
separately.

3 extensions: Side Top, Multi Deck, Flex Deck. 1 container (+ pad in 11 colors)
Side Top
40 x 70 cm

Multi Deck
121 x 23 cm

Flex Deck
116 x 28 x 63 cm

Pro
43 x 54 x 43 cm

Multi Deck Compact
91 x 23 cm

Flex Deck Compact
91 x 28 x 63 cm

Pad S
43 x 54 x 4 cm

Vario Box
This has a practical ﬂap, e.g. for
exercise books and note pads, in
addition to the lockable drawer with
automatic retraction.

Variety is the spice of life.
Colored foils and colored
caps can be changed.
Foils and caps in 6 colors

Side Top
This can be attached at different
heights (including down to the desk
top height).

Extras

are included with each
Winner. They are practically
stored in the extractable pen
holder.

Multi Deck
With a metal bracket to prevent
monitors or books from sliding to
the back. This can be attached at
different heights.
Flex Deck
Multifunctional wall with shelf, magnetic board with changeable color
foils and Mediabox.
Container Pro see reverse

Drawer cover
103 x 37 x 3 cm
73 x 37 x 3 cm (Compact)
For the giant drawer. Dust
protection and privacy shield
for tilted desks.

Orga Set
23 x 17 x 5 cm
Fits the Vario Box, the giant
drawer and the Container Pro.
The tape dispenser and sharpener can be folded out.

Container Pro

The perfect addition to the Winner
The Container Pro keeps things tidy – with two
drawers with cross-dividers, which can even store
paper in A3 format. Important things can be kept
in a lockable utensils compartment with practical
sections and even a hidden secret compartment.
The front view of the drawers is always grey and
therefore also matches the Vario Box. The color
foils in the handle recesses can
be changed.

The Container is perfect for use as a stool with the
optional Pad S.
The fabric cover on the approx. 4 cm thick foam
padding can be removed and washed at 40°.

Pad S / fabric uni

cherry red
770401

Pad S / fabric fresh

orange
770501

grass green
770601

royal blue
770701

black
770801

grey
770901

pink
770402

magenta
770502

sun yellow
770602

lime green
770702

navy blue
770802
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Sales info
new basic is available
from May 2014

consumer brochure
"Young Office System" 304142
Available from May 2014

(as per receipt of orders)

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
73344 Gruibingen
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The two lockable castors are
especially practical.

